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Classic, is a Hip-Hop album that has a taste of everything for everybody. This is a must have album for

anybody that loves great music that moves you. 15 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP:

Rap Details: Double Edge is pure exciting music. It is Hip Hop at it's best. Great beats with mature lyrics

and flawless delivery give this new hot group a reason to be confident. Double Edge is a new exciting

Hip-Hop group consisting of 2 fantastic rappers, Crager and Logic. Crager has been writing rhymes since

the age of 12 and performing anywhere he could find somebody to listen. He fell in love with Hip-Hop

back in middle school listening to the likes of Tupac Shakur and Nas. Crager brings a mature and smooth

sound while showing emotion in every word he writes and performs. Logic began his love for Hip-Hop as

early as he learned to walk. He began writing lyrics and freestyling as young as 7 years old, and has

continued ever since. Logic's musical background extends far beyond writing and performing. His father is

a Jazz musician and has instilled his vast knowledge of the music industry in Logic. Logic was born to do

Hip-Hop. The group Double Edge was formed 2 years ago through a close friend of Logic and Crager.

Vincent "CoV" Iwuji brought the two MC's together after letting Logic hear an album/demo that Crager

recorded in Tennessee with Mitch Dane and Jars of Clay. Logic liked what he heard and both artists met

with the vision of building a Hip-Hop creation that would take the music industry to another level. Crager

and Logic started there own record label in 2002 called Crossover Entertainment. They are both

co-founders and CEO's of the label Crossover Entertianment. Double Edge has been very busy in the

past 2 years working on their debut album entitled "Classic" which contains 15 original tracks, mixtapes,

club singles, DJ radio intro's, on-line promoting, performing, and artist showcases. Searches:double edge
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